Writers in Residence

FALL 2020

Over 52,000 youth are confined
in the juvenile justice system, adult
justice system, and the immigration
system in the U.S.
Over 2,300 of those youth tested
positive for COVID-19. Most of
those youth feel forgotten, alone,
and scared.
This is for them.
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MISSION AND
VISION
Teach
We teach creative writing
to incarcerated youth.

Empower
We empower our
residents’ voices.

Assist
We assist in their
re-entry into society.
Our vision is to reduce the
recidivism rates of our residents and
participate in the transformation of
the juvenile justice system.
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Cohorts

•
•
•
•
•
•

John Carroll University
Oberlin College
Hiram College
College of Wooster
Marietta College
Heidelberg University

Community Partners
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cuyahoga Hills Juvenile Correctional Facility
Lorain County Juvenile Detention Home
Portage-Geauga Juvenile Detention Center
Indian River Juvenile Correctional Facility
Seneca County Youth Center
Medina County Juvenile Detention Center*
Marion County Resource Center*
Montgomery County Center for Adolescent
Services*
*Partnerships with these juvenile facilities have been secured, but are awaiting programming launch.
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OUTPUTS AND
OUTCOMES
Spring 2020:

Fall 2020:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

6 cohorts
56 student volunteers
76 residents
630+ direct service
hours

2 cohorts
18 student volunteers
70+ residents
190+ direct service
hours

Year to date:
•
•
•
•

6

6 cohorts
108+ student volunteers
227+ residents
820+ direct service hours

Before and after every creative writing workshop,
we survey our residents to determine if our
programming achieves its intended outcomes.
However, given the high, unpredictability nature
of the juvenile justice system, we may work
with a resident once or more than once while
they are incarcerated, which creates a varied
level difficulty in measuring our outcomes.
Although, when asked to explain why they
liked the creative writing workshops, a resident
said: “It was empowering.” Another resident
explained that they liked the creative writing
workshops because “I can get stuff off my
chest. I like to write in the form of raps so
every time I put my pain or pleasure into words
I always feel better.” Finally, another resident
shared that the creative writing workshops
helped them control their anger, helped them
feel safe, heard, and better about life.
Read more about our outputs, outcomes, and
impact at www.writersnresidence.org/impact.
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A letter from the

Program Director
Dear reader,
This chapbook serves as evidence that despite the
global novel coronavirus pandemic Writers in Residence can still create a space for youth who are
incarcerated to creatively self-express and critically self-reflect. Surprisingly, our residents wrote and
participated more easily compared to our previous
creative writing workshops in the spring of ‘20
and the fall of ‘19, which quickly became a major
concern for everyone involved in our program as
we adapted to a virtual/remote environment for the
first time because we normally yielded success,
impact, or this indescribable magic by visiting the
juvenile facility for 12 weeks to foster genuine,
long-lasting relationships with the youth.
Even though we only facilitated virtual/remote creative writing workshops with a third of our community partners this fall, we still experienced moments
of success, impact, and magic. For instance, we
invited special guest authors like the Ohio Poet
Laureate Kari Gunter-Seymour, Damien McClendon, Barbara Fant, Kevin Latimer, Stephanie Ginese, and Phil Metres to lead some of our virtual/

remote creative writing workshops based on their
own creative writing that would personally connect
with our residents and that’s exactly what happened!
Unfortunately, for many of our community partners,
COVID-19 exacerbated their internal operations
and management of the residents, exposing either a lack of staff, personal protective equipment
(PPE), or technology for them to offer our creative
writing program to their youth as well as ensure
their health and safety. The global pandemic also
compounded feelings of loneliness, fear, and being forgotten by friends and family that incarceration already manifests according to our residents
that did engage with us. The themes embedded
in our residents’ creative writing reflect these feelings as well as their desire to be seen, heard, and
understood.
We publish our residents’ creative writing into
a chapbook at the end of every creative writing
workshop as a form of advocacy that asks you to
remember the single common denominator that
unifies all of us: our humanity. Regardless of our
differences, we are all human beings that deserve
dignity. So, we hope that you consider this while
you read our residents’ narratives.
Thank you!
Best regards,
Zachary Thomas
Program Director

Spaghettsi e
and relea
Spaghetti
and Release
Hiram College

A letter from the

Cohort

Dear reader,
This semester we joined our residents through Zoom,
and there was a lot to get used to with this new form
of communication. As a cohort we wondered if the
interaction would be the same and if the residents
would be as engaged due to the lack of personal
and face-to-face attention we were used to. In the
end there was nothing to be worried about, except
the audio at certain times. Our workshops were as
fun, personal, and amazing as usual. We were still
able to engage and come together for fun discussions and creative writing. We are so grateful for the
energy of our residents, and their ability to adapt to
the situation.
Once we navigated our way through Zoom, our residents really began to have fun. ‘Have fun’ was the
one of the workshop rules they always mentioned
at the beginning of our workshops before we even
began introducing our topic for the week. And fun we
had! From our workshops about family, sports, scary
stories to our post-workshop discussions, our residents never failed to make us laugh. Spending time
with them every Tuesday was very enjoyable and we

always hated when it was time to go.
We designed workshops to fit the requests of our
residents and we loved seeing how they expressed
themselves each time we met. Towards the end
we had some amazing guest writers: Kevin Latimer, Damien McClendon, and Kari Gunter-Seymour
who encouraged our residents to look deeper within
themselves. The workshops with our guest writers
were very special, as they were a good blend of
lighthearted and serious moments.
We love that our residents feel comfortable to share
and discuss their personal stories through their writing and to share their wonderful personalities and
jokes with us every Tuesday evening. We want to
thank them for their willingness to participate in difficult and heavy conversations. There are moments
and jokes that will stick with us forever. One week,
one resident explained the importance of licking the
crumbs out of a Cheetos bag. In the workshop with
Kari Gunter-Seymour, residents wrote about the difficulties in their lives and feeling misunderstood. And in
the workshop with our final guest writer, the pre-write
involved listing things that bring us joy. One resident
answered with ‘spaghetti’ and ‘release,’ which is why
this is the title of our chapbook. We hope you enjoy
reading through the residents’ work, and that looking
at some of their most vulnerable moments will help
you understand how truly incredible these kids are.
Sincerely,
Hiram College Cohort

Untitled
J
I was in a game of Basketball and we were going against coventry
And it was like 12.4 second left in the 4th and I got the ball
And my coach said one shot so I wasted time and I was
Trapped in the corner so I had to do something so I cross
two kids and then the third kid was running up to me and then I
ran up and shot then the meter went off and everyone
Looked up and was looking at the ball and It went in
And the whole crowd went wild and
I was player of the game.
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Untitled
Cameron
Family is like quicksand
Family is like a knife in the
back its sad family is
supposed to be good but
all it brings is bad there are
so determined to make you
like weathermen broadcasting
the weather family pours
like rain from the cloud
but once it stop raining
no one is around the
rain is the hate but they
never let the hate evaporate
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Untitled
Kayden
People tell me I am no good I am a nobody
like I kinda understand because that is
what I put off to be caring about no one
but myself but that is not true I care about
other people feeling cuz you never know
what’s going on in their life.
I can rap and I am good at basketball
and I set a goal to work on my
anger to help myself get better
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Untitled
James
Put back the mirrors. We mis watching you, said my reflection
as I threw the mirror away
Your family comes down for water. They died in a crash
three years ago.
I close my eyes as I take my last breath.
I walk away from the mirror as my reflection begs me to
stay
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Untitled
Ryan
Your born with your death date on
your arm. It was yesterday.
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Untitled
Downs
I felt Death coming near
I hear someone call out my name but there was
no one
I woke up to somebody
standing over me I have no
kids or boyfriend
Someone was watching me
shower in my bathroom home
Someone followed me home
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Untitled
Cline
I was sleeping and all the sudden
I hear a old ladys voice outside my
door I was shevering with feer as I open
the door and when I do it was my
cat and when I turn around she was
in my window
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Untitled
Austin
“There’s a clown!” The mask is upside down
the clown ate a zombie from a grave
yard. He has a upset belly next min
His intesins blow up.
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Untitled
Hunter
The family is
peace, kindness
love, joy, faithfulness,
joiners, and caregiving
and so happy, so I
mad glad sometimes good.
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Untitled
Joey
The family is the house, yes because
family can feel or represent like a home
very much so. To show a sense of truth
Family is a warm fire, family is a community
Family is a tree
Family is a unity
Family is a bond
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Untitled
Jeremiah
The family is the streets. The streets
where I stayed. Blood family abandoned me.
Brings depression and anger. No where is to go live at
Just the streets. Dirt, coldness the dent doors.
Why me, why not someone else. Nothing
will change that. Family was my gun and
drugs. My family left when I was 7.
The family is the streets.
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Untitled
Ryan
Love is like an amusement park.
Love is like a cup of water.
Love is like a song on the radio.
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Full Negativity
Sam
My dad is always in and out of prison
My mom would keep herself in her room and
I would end up having to take care of her
My sis started working at 14 to provide for us
My best friend died 7/11/18 I was 15
I feel like everything I love gets hurt
I don’t know
My sis tryed to kill herself cus of a bully
I still have to take care of my mom
I hate my life
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Untitled
James
Growing up it was hard for me to relate to people
because I felt like I was alone and nobody
would understand where I was coming from
1. I like helping people
2. Always put people before myself
3. I’m working on beating my drug and alcohol problem
4. I love spending time with my family
5. I always try to think of the positive things
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Im traped
Cameron
When I look at the stars
I feel im being lifted up
But when I look away I come
Crobling down I feel so empty
I am traped in space alone
My mind is gone traped I will
Be forever I bleed it dose not
Hurt but when I look the
Feeling come back to me
People look at me and dont
Say. But I know I am not
ment to be
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In space
Jeremiah
young in space
floating looking for
food waiting to be
released to get more
food back to my snapchat which
is …
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weird spacing
Trenton
Floating by a
Fire eating Oreo’s
looking at a Blackhole
Fishing for a Tesla
Next to my daughter
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Love is you
Sam
Love is Like a sunny day, your touch feels lik Sunflowers
When I see you everything bad gose away, when
you speek Its like angels comeing down from heven
Love is you everyday.
Love is like some hot cheetos
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Untitled
Ryan
I’m in space
I see a Tesla
Imma steal it
I put it in
my ship, and
I bring it back
to Earth with me
I have a tesla now
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Lemur Spaghetti Release
Corli
up in space
i find cheese
i eat the cheese
Body starting to
Blow up. Boom
i wake up to
guards pounding
on my door.
Time to be
released
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Untitled
Sam
It’s a Big Melting
Pot. But it holds my
family. It makes my
Smile, It Protects me.
It’s apart of me.
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Untitled
Anonymous
An Allstar Basketball Player
An Allstar Money getter
An Allstar to my family
An Allstar football player
An Allstar by helping My City
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Untitled
J
I am a big smart worker.
I am going to get girls.
I am a non virus free man.
I am a eating machine all day long.
I am a big in cards.
I am a lady man all day long.
I like to listen to music.
I like to run in the afternoons.
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My life
Sam
I am Smart in high school
Love and loyalty can be hurtful
family is loyalty with your friends
What is the hipe about Love
School is full of head Pain
I will Be a great human
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Untitled
J
Love is like the devil Taken you to hell –> After
Love is like roses ae red And vilets are blue the sun is the
color of you when I see u I Sprout like A Sunflower then when you
speak it make my heart Happy then when you are gone I think of
you –> Before
Love is like some Hot Cheetos
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Untitled
Sam
It was the first day of Practice.
We ran, we did suicids then we Did teams
It was great I Played nose they tryed duble teaming
me but i still got thrue them it went on like that
fo the whole week then they switched it up.
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Untitled
Ryan
Sweat running down face
running as fast as I could
I feel a large, pressure
on my side
then the ball flies away
Im on the ground, slidding
getting up
In pain and embarassment
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Untitled
Cosmo
With long accurate strives
he was able to excel
Forward Past his Competition
as he barreled Past
the finish line
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Heidelberg University

A letter from the

Cohort

Dear reader,
This year has been strange. Everyone’s stuck
at home, forced to sit down and see everything
happening, be it possibly reflecting on their
lives or themselves. It shows, and it especially
appears in our residents’ creative writing. Despite the struggles and different circumstances
that we have undergone this year, the Writers
in Residence program adapted and continued.
This was important to both the residents and
student volunteers, allowing us to have a space
and time to just express our thoughts and feelings. We have seen people expressing their
want to see their families but also the want to
just know more and see what they could do for
themselves. The people who have been writing
and decided to express themselves from where
they are now, have this insight as clear as
day. Specifically, the residents this year really
put down their walls and got comfortable with
sharing their works, adding to an environment
that fostered healthy emotional outlets.

Writing, in and of itself, is a conversation because our residents who are part of our society
wanted to express themselves that much more
thoroughly because where else is there? We
would stand by for a thousand days just to
make sure that their voices were heard. Because they deserve that much. But that’s not
an end to writing, and neither is this an end to
their conversations.
Of course, none of this couldn’t have occurred
without Dr. Sarah Lazzari and Zach Thomas and
their leadership and positive attitudes. Also, we
would be remiss not to thank all of our special
guest writers who helped us guide the residents in new forms of writing and expression.
We appreciate the efforts taken by the staff at
the juvenile facility too, and we wholeheartedly
thank them for allowing us to participate as a
cohort. Overall, the vulnerability of our residents
and the student volunteers – as well as the
presence of positive and strong leadership –
led to a truly successful workshop environment
this semester. We hope that you enjoy our residents’ creative writing.
Sincerely,
Heidelberg University Cohort

Untitled
E.G.
My “family” isnt necessarily blood but we all
have the same parents
The family is always happy when im around
like a good song on repeat
My family will lighten your day up the same
way the sun lights up the sky
The family is a two way street, one way
leads to happiness and laughter, the other
leads to arguments and sadness, but both
lanes lead to togetherness and forgiveness
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Untitled
E.C.
Family is like water
there never goin anywhere
But they can also come and go like money
family can also be like the devil they can get you
in trouble and they can lead you to do good.
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The Bond
B.A.
The family is, without a doubt
The bond that can never be broken,
you play,
you laugh,
you see,
you cherish,
you believe,
and you never forget
But you do forgive and forget
because family is the bond you’ll
never leave behind
Even if you never had the best family.
You were put into this world to
never forget these people
because even when you’re at your
worst,
The family is, without a doubt,
The bond that can never be broken.
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Untitled
E.G.
there was a day when me and my sisters got off the
bus and a dude in the grade below
me was making fun of my sister
because he said she was ugly so
I stuck up for her and called him
out on it and he started insulting
me and one thing let to another so I ended up doing something
about it, and I remember afterward
my sister said she didn’t like seeing
me fight but since it was for her
she felt a lot better.
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Untitled
S.M.
A time I felt really protective over something was
over my 8th grade basketball jersey. My mom had
told me and brother we were moving in the morning
when we had got home from a game. I had my
jersey with me and I was distraught over the
fact I was leaving. That team engraved a new
meaning of family into my head because my
team wasn’t full of teammates they were full
of brothers who loved and supported on and off
the court.
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Back Here Again...
E.G.
A care ride back to SCYC was the
worst thing ever.
My skateboard in my hand riding
away from my friends house.
Zooming past the local gas stations
trying to get as far away from the
impending sirens as I could.
I didn’t get away though.
They took me back here cutting off
my monitor that id been wanting off
for so long.
It was sad to see it come off in
this way.
When I got put in my cell I felt
like I could see the red blood dripping
down the walls.
At the time I wished I wasn’t in
this world anymore.
But after a while I got over it, happy
that I’ve been here as long as I could,
closer to getting out every day.
Just happy I can see my dad on that
30 min Zoom visit every Saturday longing
for the day I see his actual face.
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Untitled
M.E.
I like my family so much I would
do anything for them so they can be happy
and I would help them in a time of need and
help them with stuff and spend time together
they help me to stay happy.
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Untitled
P.T.
Care for deeply, if I lost her, I would loose myself
Noone can replace her, she’s apart of me, keeps me fighting
makes me the true me, happy me.
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Untitled
T.T.
Football I like because you need to work together
to get the Job done. everyone has an
assignment that need’s accomplished to have
succsess in the game. that there’s no I in
team and thats why football propably means
the most to me because I’m a team player
and also Iv’e been playing since 3rd grade.
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Untitled
E.G.
People told me im going nowhere
Sometimes I say they’re right
But inside I know they’re not
They say those things about me
because of the actions I took
But I take full responsibility for them
And put all that in the past
If I fall down Im falling forward
And ill move on in life and try to be the
best person I can
Making people proud of where I was
to who I am
And never looking back
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Untitled
J
Final Race of the year.
Extremely nervous
1 mile down in less than 7 minutes
Trying to get a 13 all season
Exusted as the race came to an end
Came around the Final turn.
Saw my time in the 12’s
Final 100 meters
Finished in the 13’s
Team won the championship
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Untitled
Anonymous
The man Running down the court started dribbling to get
around the big obstacle found himself standing at the 3 getting
Ready to swish it in but all of a sudden boom he was hit and fouled.
then here he came back with a big comeback and was Really
exicited. the next quarter started he was kinda nervous. He felt his
stomach drop and then there was a noise when
he looked up here came a big tank coming down his lane.
then next thing you know
swoosh game was over.
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Untitled
C.H.
In the whip omw back home.
When pow I’m on my back on
the ground. I feel something hot
all around my neck. I suppose
it the red liquid spilling out.
Cantt move thinking this is it,
the last moments. I think about
family, friends, my dog Probably knowing
I’m not gonna see them again.
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• Student Volunteers
• Cohort Advisors and Academic Institutions
• Community Partners and Juvenile Facilities
• Special Guest Authors
• Donors and Community Members
• Board of Directors
• Graphic Designer
Thank you for supporting us to fulfill our
mission and vision! We appreciate your
time,

talents,

and

treasure,

especially

during a global pandemic, that allowed us
to create a space again for our residents
to creatively self-express and critically selfreflect.
We want to also thank The Cleveland
Foundation and the Anisfield-Wolf Book
Awards for believing in the value of our
work and funding our organization.
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• Residents

We ask that you please consider donating because your
financial contribution will sustain our ability to teach creative
writing to youth who are incarcerated to empower their voices
and assist in their re-entry into society.
Your donation will allow us to:
• Purchase programmatic materials (i.e. writing materials,
technology, personal protective equipment (PPE), snacks, and
chapbooks) for our creative writing workshops.
• Compensate special guest authors to lead one or more of our
creative writing workshops with an honorarium.
• Assist our residents who are re-entering society with very little
or zero access to social services and resources to prevent them
from recidivating.
• Educate our local communities and government officials about
the juvenile justice system’s traumatic effect on our youth.
Visit www.writersnresidence.org/donate or
scan the QR code below with your smartphone’s camera to
donate!

Writers in Residence is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt nonprofit
organization incorporated in Ohio; our federal employment
identification number is: 85-0753230.

